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ABSTRACT 

For a given finite universe of discourse, we define a fuzzy 
partition as ·a family of fuzzy subsets of the universe, every element 
belonging to several classes of the partition with various grades of 
membership. This concept is particularly useful in the case where a given 
population is studied through imprecise factors, depending on the 
reliability of personal appreciations, the accuracy of measures of the 
use of subjective criteria. In this paper, we characterise several 
types of fuzzy partitions ; we evaluate their fuzziness by using infor
matior.al measures and comparing them \ilith associated ordinary partitions 

. 

of the universe. We also give combinatorial results concerning the number 
of such fuzzy partitions. 
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1 - DEFINITION OF FUZZY PARTITIONS 

Let ·u. = {x1, ... , xn} be a fini te uni.verse of discourse. A

füzzy partition E = {El' ... , Em} of U is a family of non-·empty fuzzy

subsets of U. 
Each class E1, 1 5 i $ m of E is defined by a membership

functi-on fi : U + [O, li. For every iE{l, ... , m}, we denote by f .. =f.(x.)
lJ l J 

the grade of membershi p of the e 1 ement x j correspondi ng to the

class Ei, and h (Ei) its maximum value, called the height of Ei. Let F(E)

be the mxn matrix having f .. as an element in the jth line and the i th 

lJ 

column. It verifies 
�- f .. > 0 

l lJ 
Vi E { 1, ... , m}. 

In the se que 1 , A and v wil l de note the i nfimum and the supremum.

For every j E {1, . . .  , 

of the element x. in a class of 
, 

V f ij
i 
E. It

i s the maximum grade of membershi p 

is supposed not to be null. 

Ordinary (or crisp) subsets of U are characterized by 
memberships functions fi : U + {O, 1} and ordinary (or crisp) partitions
of U are particular cases of fuzzy partitions. However, we generally get 
a covering of U from the definition of a fuzzy partition, when all the 
classes Ei are crisp subsets of U. 
Examplel U={x1, ... ,xn}.
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is a 0.6-partition and E is a-associated with it. 
More particularly, if 

is a 1-partition. For instance, 
is 1-associated with E. 

Eis a maximized partition of U, 
E' in example 1 is a 1-partition 

then it 
and E 

The values of a such that i is not empty lie in the interval a 
[a0, aMJ' with a0 = " "- f .. and aM =" fJ . If Eis a natural partition,

1 J lJ 
- ..Â. J 

there is a crisp partition E in C. such that : aM 

X. E E. .,, f .. = f
j

.
J 1 1 J 

This is the case, for instance, in example 1 if we consider the natural 
partition E'' and the crisp partition E, 0.6-associated with it. 
Consequently, E" is a 0.6-partition. 

However,-i'., generally contains more than one crisp partition. a 
For instance, partition E corresponds ta a family �-4 

made of two crisp
- - - -

partitions, E and E' = {E1, E'3} with E'3 = {x3, x4L

We propose ta use an informational concept ta determine the 
crisp partition closest ta E, and we introduce the relative cardinality 
of : 

. a class Ei of E, for the threshold a, with regard ta ËE{ 

p (E./E) 
a 1 

1 = n :!: -
X .EE. 

J 1 - -

. a class E1 of E : 
-

1 -
q(E.)=-IE-1, 1 n 1 

These quantities verify: 

f .. 
lJ 

0 s Pa(Ei/E) s q(E;) s 1. 
-

If E is crisp,1
1 = {E} and ia = 0 Va ;,11, and p1(Ei/E) represents the

ratio.of elements in Ei. 
Let us define the 

ËEi by the following : 
gain of information of E with regard ta 

a 

with the 

m - -

Ha(E ; E) = � L(p (Ei/E), q(Ei))
i=l a 

notation L(x, y) = y log(y/x). 
This quantity is positive and null if and only if 

Pa(E/E) = q(E1) Vi. It is easy ta see that :

( 1)
















